
Soonfire E07  flashlight User's Manual  
Press the switch for seconds to enter the mode of illumination  

Press the switch key from low bright ,middle bright to high bright 

For the modes above, press the switch for 1 seconds, it will turn off and memorize this mode. 

For the modes above, press the switch for 2 seconds, the flashlight enters the mode of blasting 

flash→ Click SOS, press the switch for 1 seconds to turn it off. 

Charging  
SMART DIGITAL SYSTEM: the red and blue indicator at the switch position shows the power 

volume, and the blue light is on when the battery is fully charged and will be off automatically 

after 5 seconds. 

USB CHARGING PORT: the flashlight can be recharged directly with any USB charging port with 

2.8V-5.2V Output. 

The red indictor blinks once for each 1.5 seconds during the charge. The flashlight will be off and 

the indicator will be blue when the charge is done. As the battery is equipped with the protection 

board, the flashlight can be connected to the power supply for a long time. 

Notice  
1.The light use the military light standard manufacturing production, LED use US CREE LED, the 

light is high power to ensure maximum output lumen, After using with long time, temperature of 

light is rising and feel slightly hot, It's safe use. 

2.When the ultra-bright mode keeps working, the temperature of the light will rise and the 

temperature control system will start working,the flashlight automatically jumps to the next level 

of brightness to keep working in the highlights or ultra light work. 

3.When the red led indicator of light is flashing, the battery power is under 20%, light will jump 

automatically to lowest gear. After flashlight is charged fully, it will be recovered to work normally. 

4.In order to ensure the safety of transportation and storage, the battery power at 70-30%, may 

lead to the use of abnormal, please give the flashlight is fully charged to resume normal use. 

5.Use light with long time, please use a lower gear brightness to ensure longer lighting. If you 

need high bright with long periods of time, please prepare the CR123A  battery backup. 

If you are using an abnormality, please turn the flashlight for a half circle in a counterclockwise 

direction, cutting the power, and then tighten it.check that the battery is fully charged and make 

sure it is in good touch. If it can not be solved, please contact us. 

Free Warranty 

Warranty period of 30 days: if any quality problems occur within 30 days after the product is sold, 

you may ask for a replacement or refund.  

 

 


